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Research Proposal
For my master’s study, I mainly focus on the works of memories, and 
the concept of that is “Searching for The Missing Dreams” which would 
address several themes of memory, gender and things like the human 
condition in relationship to our nature. Our life is very practical, also 
unavoidable to be daydreaming, a kind of sincerity in our life to dream of 
it too. I started this project two years ago. Most of my inspirations come 
from my dream, my fantasy, my personal experience and the cultural 
environment where I was born and raised, also I’m enthusiastically fond 
of travelling, multiple cultures, religions and historical backgrounds of 
different countries are my inspiration resources as well. I use mixed 
materials like rock colours and some other comprehensive materials. 
During this two-year study, I didn’t put much effect into projects like 
story books or comic books, instead, I’ve put emphasis on individual 
ones, I add lots of detail into every piece of illustration, try to make those 
elements make sense and tells its own story. Personally speaking, I don’t 
think pinning my hope on memory is a good idea, I tend to record those 
special moments by my own way before the memory loss of my old age. 
In other words, surprise stretches time, when I get older, looking back of 
these works, I hope I still could feel the old me. And I believe adding detail 
is a good way to record as much as I can.  
Some of the feedback on my work has been that there is too much 
detail in each picture and that makes it difficult to find a place to focus. I 
understand this critique, but to me detail is crucial to the ideas of drawing 
and memory. Memory is composed of small details and moments. These 
won't necessarily make sense to another person. Memory is personal and 
subjective and this is what I try to communicate in my work. 
As for future plans，I‘ll keep doing what I like. Painting and making art 
have always been my dream career. I know it's gonna be a tough journey 
to be myself instead of following the current commercial art market 
demand.I don't want to give up my dream.
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     Project 01-Individual Illustration
     Mineral Palette, Plants  Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Tea, Coffee, Dried Flowers, Gold Leaf, Silver Leaf 
     and etc on Wood Block covered with Hamp Paper & Rice Paper ( 32cm*32cm)

 CHILDHOOD SWEETHEART
Some people are only good at brief encounters, walking around in cities, in warm climate, while others, we should spend the rest of our life 
wtih. They say when you meet the love of your life, time stops. And that's true. 



S K E T C H
For more sketches, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E 

D E T A I L S
For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link:  https://youtu.be/DgiUwkXxdr4

I N S P I R A T I O N
Picture of My Parents When They 
Went to The Same Wedding While 
Mum Happened To Be The Little 
Bridemaid and Dad Was The Little 
Groomsman.

Pictures of My Parents's Marriage 
Cer t i f icate .They F ina l ly  Got 
Married After Being Friends For 
Ages.

https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E
 https://youtu.be/DgiUwkXxdr4


INTRODUCTORY

This one is painted specially for my parents. They have been 
friends for ages. Dad told me that the first time when he met 
mum, he knew it was love. Then he started to ask she out. 
Mum was really shy at that time and it took years until mum 
returned dad's feeling. Time goes by, but their love to each 
other never disappear.Therefore I'd like to record their story. 
It's inpired by the stories dad told me about how mum and 
him fell in love. They were both born and raised in a coastal 
town and met each other when dad turned to age 7. They 
liked to play games in my grandpa's garden. The view there is 
really stunning, especially in spring. Spring is when life's alive 
in everything. Even now my whole family enjoy spending time 
there once a year. But actually they went through with a very 
long gap in the middle. When they met again, dad asked mum 
if she wanted to spend the rest of her life with him. And mum 
said "YES"! She knew that this kind of certainty came but once 
in a life time.
In this illustration,there are two reasons why I painted 
hydrangeas. Firstly, the connotation of Hydrangea is hope 
and reunion，for pink hydrangeas, they also represent a 
romantic love. And the other reason is that pink hydrangeas do 
exist in grandpa's garden with the purple ones. And also the 
sentence written on the book in the bottom of this illustration 
" LOOKING AT YOUR SMILES, I REALISED THAT I MUST BT 
THE HAPPIEST PERSON IN THE WORLD", is what dad said to 
mum when he proposed. The tear on the candle is the tear of 
joy.



     
     Project 02-Individual Illustration  
     Mineral Palette, Plants Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Tea，Coffee，Dried Flowers, Gold Leaf,
     Silver Leaf and etc on Wood Block covered with Hamp Paper & Rice Paper ( 32cm*32cm)

 BUBBLES      
Learning how to blow bubbles is one of those childhood rites of passage, like whistling or riding a bike.



For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link:  https://youtu.be/aUzeOHB9q20

I N S P I R A T I O N

S K E T C H 
For more sketches, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E

D E T A I L S
Grandpa always spends his time sitting there which the following picture shows.

 https://youtu.be/aUzeOHB9q20
 https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E


INTRODUCTORY
When I was little, my parents were really busy, I literally just 
spent most of my childhood with grandparents, but sometimes  
grandma was quite busy as well, so basically I was just on 
grandpa's watch. This painting is a record of our memory. He 
is always quite, but he is a really nice one, he cares about me 
a lot, takes care of me, even now. I miss those days when we 
amused each other, sometimes just some silly jokes or even a 
funny act. I really miss the innocence.
Blowing bubbles was my favorite game during that period. 
At that time, whether I had a bottle left over from the summer 
and made bubbles from the dishwashing liquid or even blew 
bubbles into water through a straw. Learning how to blow 
bubbles is one of those childhood rites of passage, like 
whistling or riding a bike. Every time when I was palying that, 
grandpa always sat on a chair, looked at me quietly with a 
sweet smile. I painted stars on his face signifies that he is 
the star of my childhood. Sadly,he is not in a good condition 
recently. He had several surgeries with his eyes in the last two 
years. So I painted the red-crowned cranes in my painting. 
The crane being used as a symbol of longevity can be traced 
to as far back as the 2,600 BCE when the mythical emperor 
Fuxi used it in the kingdom for display and decorations. And 
in one of the most recognized timeless literature in China, the 
8 immortals, references to white cranes were made repeatedly 
during their adventurous stories. I wish him good health and a 
long life.



     
     Project 03-Individual Illustration
     Mineral Palette, Plants Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Tea，Coffee，Dried Flowers, Gold Leaf,
     Silver Leaf and etc on Wood Block covered with Hamp Paper & Rice Paper ( 32cm*32cm)

 PARADISE
In religion, paradise is a place of exceptional happiness and delight. When I was just a girl，I expected the 
world bounded with joy. It was very likely to be decades away, and full of uncertainty. I ran away  in my sleep 
and dreamed of paradise. I know the sun must set to rise.



For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/AEwcnut7p4s 

S K E T C H
For more sketches, please check
my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: 
https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E

D E T A I L S

https://youtu.be/AEwcnut7p4s 
https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E


INTRODUCTORY

When I reached the age of entering to the primary school, 
my parents sent me to a private one, I stayed in school 
accomadation durning the weekdays and then came back 
home durning the weekend, I didn't stay with my grandparents 
any more, the school I went to was quite far away from 
theirs. I understand it was not a bad way to make me more 
independent, but sometimes I did feel a bit lonely when I was 
alone at home. I played wtih the marionettes and I even named 
them. And I really really would like to have a puppy or kitten, 
but sadly I was not allowed to have one cuz mum was allergic 
to animals' hair. But in this painting, I painted both of them, and 
also some birds, I enjoyed the chaos to be honest. It was like 
the paradise for me to have company.



     
     Project 04-Individual Illustration  
     Mineral Palette, Plants Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Tea，Coffee，Dried Flowers, Gold Leaf,
     Silver Leaf and etc on Wood Block covered with Hamp Paper & Rice Paper ( 32cm*32cm)

 HIDE AND SEEK      
I've seen charming birds playing hide and seek, and also heard rivers crying all the way into the ocean. I was 
playing hide and seek with a school of kids, I closed my eyes, they were hidden in the corners, I looked for 
them for a long time, I found no one. 



For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/3pe7MNJurnY

I N S P I R A T I O N

S K E T C H

View from My Window

For more sketches, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E

D E T A I L S

https://youtu.be/3pe7MNJurnY
 https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E


INTRODUCTORY

I inclines to adopt children's perspective to display the memory 
these momories. This one is the memory of grandma and me. 
Although grandma was kinda busy sometimes. Whenever she 
had time, she would play the game "HIDE AND SEEK" with 
my cousin. We played indoors and in the yard. Looking back 
now, that was the bright natural paradise in the memory of 
childhood. There is always a place for the small town in my 
heart where my beloved grandma and relatives live.



     
     Project 05-Individual Illustration  
     Plants Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Coffee, Dried Flowers, Gold Leaf,
     Silver Leaf and etc on Wood Block covered with Hamp Paper & Rice Paper ( 32cm*32cm)

 WALK AWAY      
For a moment, I didn't know where I was. And for a split second, I thought cross my mind that it would be 
easier to walk away.



For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/bnNtWrLtp7U

S K E T C H
For more sketches, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E

I N S P I R A T I O N
Gay-themed Work from The Artist Gao Jianxiang.

D E T A I L S

https://youtu.be/bnNtWrLtp7U
https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E


INTRODUCTORY

This piece was a special gift for my little brother. I still 
remember that day. I was just getting ready to my course.
It was he first time he realised that he is gay. He was worried 
sick about how to tell our family about that. He was considered 
that what if we couldn't accept that. We had a two-hour video 
call, he literally just cried the whole call. He only said that he 
felt that he was going through depression and under too much 
pressure, he didn't who else he could talk to, sometime he just 
talk to himself. In mainland China, acceptance of same-sex 
couples has progressed at a glacial rate. Many gay Chinese 
will never come out to their family. I knew that It's a deeply 
pondered decision. As I couldn’t be by his side right now, I 
felt powerless.I just want to do something for him, I wish him 
to know no matter what happens, I will always be by his side. 
Luckily, my parents have already known about that now, they 
accepted that which is quite open-minded, and just wish my 
brother be happy in his lifetime.
In this Painting, I painted two boys (my brother and his 
shadow）covered with mountains which delicate the pressure 
my brother was under, and also represent the traditional 
thought about same-sex couples. And the girls with wings on 
the top, the bird in the middle and the fishes at the bottom 
signify freedom.



     

     Project 06-A Series of Illustrations about girls I met   
     Plants Dyes, Rock Colour, Watercolour, Pencil, Coffee, Dried Flowers, 
     Silver Leaf on Wood Block covered with Rice Paper ( 7cm*7cm)

 LOST IN YOUR EYES      
Still, if we want to avoid the suffering of leaving, we will never experience the joy of loving. 



For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/AlnAP2CSRk0

For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/-kD_WA1mkjU

https://youtu.be/AlnAP2CSRk0
https://youtu.be/-kD_WA1mkjU


For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/mreyXBre4e8

For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/yz-uM2UuUhg

https://youtu.be/mreyXBre4e8
https://youtu.be/yz-uM2UuUhg


For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/TDRgJsBp1fo

For more details, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/3PN48WGuYxU

https://youtu.be/TDRgJsBp1fo
https://youtu.be/3PN48WGuYxU


   Project 07-Long Scroll Illustration

 WAITING
It's a self-portraiture called “ WAITING” which portrays how I subconsciously see myself as a person and 
therefore show an insight into my self-identity. It's inspired by one of my nightmares; it displays a wonderland 
enveloped by mysterious creatures, a vast space with mountains, ships, the ocean and stone houses (typical 
building style of Wenling to withstand the attack of typhoons), representing my growing environment.



For more sketches, please check my YouTube Channel: ALAIA MAO
or click the follow link: https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E

S K E T C H

Night of Hometown
I N S P I R A T I O N

INTRODUCTORY

When I was young, my parents were busy with their business and didn’t 
have much time to give me company or even to make my hair, so she  
cut it short sometimes (that’s the reason why I have short hair in that 
painting). I didn’t have any brothers or sisters until I was eight years old 
and during that period I felt like I was always waiting for my parents to 
come back home. The fact that I am the only human being standing in the 
middle of the vast dreamland is an attempt to transmit the solitude of my 
inner world to the audience. At the same time, this is a reaction formation. 
With plenty of fictitious creatures flying in the sky and ships rolling and 
pitching in the heavy and rough ocean, this painting is trying to recreate 
some of the bustle of the external world. With the purpose of dissembling 
solitude and loneliness of oneself, whilst at the same time emphasising 
my own figure in this frame in which I have portrayed my own perception 
of myself as lacking affection in life, whilst the stone houses piercing my 
body allude to my mental imbalance. 
Besides from my intimate self identity, as shown in ‘WAITING’, I am 
surrounded by mythical creatures, from both the celestial ‘Vermilion bird’ 
and oceanic a ‘Jiaolong’ which is also known as a ‘Scaled Dragon’, in 
which I tried to depict my own cultural identity. In Chinese folk culture 
and Chinese mythology, the ‘Vermilion Bird’ is one of the four spirits of 
heaven; it originates from the ancient star worship, and is also known as 
the god of the south.

https://youtu.be/pFKFO33Ou7E


  Mineral Palette, Pastel, Pencil, Rock Colour, Gouache, Coffee, Plants Dyes on Rice Paper (69cm*34cm）



     

      Project 08-Long Scroll Illustration 

 EDINBURGH IN MY EYES
 Mineral Palette, Pastel, Pencil, Rock Colour, Gouache, Coffee, Plants Dyes on Rice Paper (69cm*25cm）



For more details please check the follow link:
 https://xiaominmao.com/EDINBURGH-IN-MY-EYES

INTRODUCTORY

Two years in Edinburgh, I've witnessed 
a totally different world from China. I'm 
sure I'm gonna miss here once I head 
to Hangzhou. Stunninng views and nice 
people, I'll never forget. There’s something 
about a Sunday in Edinburgh that I just 
love. It’s still busy, but everyone goes at 
a slower pace. I’ll grab a cheese toastie, 
sit by the river and let the day pass me 
by. Then I’ll probably encounter a random 
performance from a street artist– it’s the 
perfect way to relax and unwind after a 
long week. Such a peaceful city.

D E T A I L S

 https://xiaominmao.com/EDINBURGH-IN-MY-EYES







